ReactOS
THE CRAZY OPEN SOURCE ATTEMPT TO RE-IMPLEMENT WINDOWS…

FROM SCRATCH!

Speaker Bio


Reverse Engineered Windows Kernel since 1999



Lead Kernel Developer for ReactOS Project since 2004







(Re)wrote many kernel components in their entirety



Contributed to core system libraries and services…



… and created a few ones entirely

Worked at Apple in California from 2006-2011 during summer and
part-time from home


Learnt about ARM, started an ARM port of ReactOS



And wrote “Windows Internals” 5th Edition and 6th Edition

Now Chief Architect at CrowdStrike


Interesting uses of ReactOS internally

What is ReactOS?


ReactOS is an open-source (GPL/BSD) re-implementation of the
Windows NT 5.2 SP1 Operating System (i.e.: Windows 2003 SP1 and
Windows XP 64-bit Edition)


Note that this is a highly different kernel/OS from Windows XP (5.1)



Much closer to Vista in terms of under-the-hood improvements



It includes a kernel (not based on UNIX or emulated in any way)…



... the core drivers (hal.dll), libraries (ntdll.dll), and modules (smss.exe)



All the Win32 applications Windows has (regedit.exe, calc.exe)…



…and all the Win32 DLLs! (kernel32.dll, advapi32.dll, etc.)



And even the boot sector, boot loader/manager and data files

Why ReactOS?


A few goals, which are not unified across the team exist:


Empowering students and young developers to play with a real platform
for OS development, and specifically building Windows
application/kernel/driver experience


Many of our developers got jobs, including at Microsoft, building kernel code



I ended up writing Windows Internals ☺



Allowing companies not to have to purchase a full Windows license to
support PoS-type applications



Allowing security vendors/low-level developers to better understand
Windows internals



Empowering greater compatibility of driver/system code on Linux/Mac
Windows

Why NT 5.2?


XP is one of the most “loved” operating systems by users because it
brought the stability and design of NT/Windows 2000, and
integrated it with DirectX, audio, printing, compatibility, etc that
Windows 9x users were used to



But it still had a lot of legacy design issues



Server 2003 was a follow-up release that focused on significant
internal improvements to the kernel, including MP scheduling, NUMA
memory management, better security, cleaning up legacy code,
etc…



Vista was a client OS that leveraged much of the same new Server
2003 features, but then… bloated… them until Windows 7 did a
cleanup



It makes sense to target Win 7 or 2003 – but decision made in 2006 ☺

Ancient History


ReactOS actually started out as FreeWin95… in 1996!



It became an NT4 clone in… 1997!



And had no GUI until 2004. By 2005, it hit its 20000th commit.

ReactOS 0.2

r60000

Finally!

ReactOS 0.3.15

ReactOS is BIG!


Over 6.25 million lines of code – just reached revision 60000



Other than Haiku (open-source BeOS reimplementation), the only
active open source project that implements an actual, full,
complete, non-hobby Operating System


Linux is just a kernel!



Most Linux binaries are from other projects, and separately maintained



Linux OS Vendors are mainly just redistributors and managers – don’t
own the code of every single binary they ship



Incredible strain on a variety of resources to actually be able to hold
the code, build it, test it, support it, ship it, host it



Original attempt to create a Visual Studio file… killed Visual Studio

ReactOS is popular!


Each release receives over a million downloads



SourceForge Project of the Month



Google Summer of Code for on 2 occasions



Slashdot on 3 occasions



Presented at LinuxWorldExpo, WineConf, FOSDEM, OpenDay,
CUSEC, HackIt, LinuxTag, ISIMA, Imaginatica, and Google Mountain
View



Active, vibrant community on IRC (200 users), Forums (thousands of
users) and Mailing List (mostly used by developers)



Current project coordinators are thinking about a KickStarter

What Chinese students are learning
OS design with…

Meanwhile, in Russia…

ReactOS Developer Team


Distributed across all majorly inhabited continents




Looking for an Antartican-developer so I can stop saying “majorly
inhabited”

Over 30 active developers at one given point in time


Over 200 developers over the lifetime of the project



Some people leave, only to come back years later



Some are students, some have jobs, and some are still in high school



All development is done on a time-donation basis: nobody’s paid



Managing a team of 30 developers working on 12 time zones is not
easy


Monthly status meetings and some “respected voices” help drive things

Legal Issues?


Re-implementing all of Windows from scratch…


… what could possibly go wrong?



Disclaimer: I am not a lawyer



Reverse engineering is legal in many countries, and “not illegal” in
most others






As long as it’s not DRM/cracking/etc

However, patents can be used to assert ‘ownership’ of the
algorithms, etc., that Windows is using


But software patents are not valid in all countries



And who knows what is patented/valid/etc? (better not to know)

If you want to license/sell/make money with ReactOS… see a
lawyer

ReactOS Infrastructure


4 Servers in Sweden, 2 in Germany, 1 in Poland




Used to host all ReactOS-related services

Developer Services used include:


Atlassian Crucible, FishEye, JIRA



BuildBot



Cppcheck



Doxygen



Internal Regression Testing (KVM, VirtualBox, Vmware ESXi)




With winetest suite and custom suites

SVN, ViewVC , Git Mirror

ReactOS Infrastructure


Public Online Services used include:


Drupal



Iserv



MediaWiki



Nginx



phpBB



Just running/maintaining the servers, services (many of which are
custom) requires a whole team!



Let’s take a look at some of the services (getbuild, testman,
translation UI/RosCMS, buildbot waterfall, appdb…)

Building ReactOS


Before 2011, ReactOS built using gcc and mingw (the cross-compiler
for creating Win32 applications) and a custom build system called
rbuild




Turns out a team of talented OS developers is not a team of talented
build system developers…

Around 2011, major shifts started happening


rbuild was dumped, and whole project was switched to cmake



cmake allowed serious support/attention to be given to Visual Studio



clang-based builds are also somewhat supported (they don’t link)



Today, NINJA is used to significantly speed up the cmake build



Visual Studio and Clang support allowed free static analysis support

Debugging ReactOS


Visual Studio support opened the door to a whole new world of
developers and testing



Previously, a custom “ROS Build Environment’ (RosBE) had to be
downloaded and installed by Windows users, which setup a working
GCC/MinGW-w64 setup





GCC does not have PDB support – so cannot debug with Microsoft tools



Debugging required using custom internal “KDBG” code which had
support for GCC binaries and could be used over serial, named pipe, or
directly on screen – assembly debugger only, no source debug!



GDB support keeps breaking due to version differences – too hard to
keep up all the time

Because ReactOS implements Kd.lib (code in the kernel) and
Kdcom.dll, you can use WinDBG to source-level debug ReactOS!

Testing ReactOS




ReactOS receives testing through two primary mechanisms


Developer-centric testing, including unit tests, functional tests, and a
custom testing suite running automatically for each build on our servers



User-focused testing, in which official testers, but also ReactOS
enthusiasts, try out releases and applications, then fill out bug reports

Each commit results in a build, and each build is heavily tested


Two different builds are made, one with GCC and one with MSVC



Each build is then tested on different VMs (KVM vs VMWare)



Custom “sysreg” and “sysreg2” tools allow completely automated
configuration, installation, and execution of ReactOS and testing suite



All output is available on waterfall, final results sent to testman service

Testing ReactOS


Optimizing build speed is hence critical to delivering timely results


First-pass compile does a non-clean “make” – hoping to quickly catch
compiler errors/missing files that the latest commit may have caused



Second-pass compile is always a clean compile (cmake makes this easy
with out-of-source builds)



NINJA, CCACHE, SSD+RAMDISK and beefy servers all play a role -> build
time can be as low as 4 minutes for the entire operating system




It takes Microsoft’s build farms about a night to make a Windows build

What tests do we run?


winetest, apitest, kmtest are API-focused unit tests that compare
expected Windows output/behavior with ReactOS’



AutoHotKey allows application tests that automate clicking/using a GUI
application – output can then be seen on serial port or through VNC

ReactOS and FOSS


ReactOS would not exist without the open source community



A variety of open source projects contribute an immense amount of
talent, support, and code into ReactOS



Wine provides the vast majority of Win32 high-level DLLs, including all
of DirectX, MSI, etc… support



GCC/MinGW were the compilers/linkers used for more than a
decade



Mesa provided OpenGL Support



FreeType provided TrueType Font Rendering Support



libxml2, zlib, libmpg123, icu, uniata, ext2fsd, rdesktop, STLport, adns
and more

ReactOS’ Contributions


MinGW was somewhat of a hobby/unsupported bastard project
that many GCC/FOSS folk disliked


Who would’ve thought the open source community dislikes Windows?



MinGW only supported 32-bit, user-mode binaries (and had
significant linker bugs, causing non-standard IATs, lack of certain
linker flags, etc…)



By being such a massive project, not only were significant bugs
uncovered in GCC (and some of our developers became GCC
contributors), but many fixes were done to MinGW (and some
developers became contributors)



In fact, ReactOS greatly contributed to the creation of MinGW-w64
project

ReactOS’ Contributions




MinGW-w64 is a fork of MinGW (ran by some different people)


Supports x64 compilation



Has actual people that care about supporting Windows and correctly
outputting binaries



Receives input, support, and patches from ReactOS which contribute to
the linker, tools, headers, libraries, and more

With MinGW-w64, you can today build a


Windows 7 64-bit Driver supporting the right mitigation and linker flags



SAL Annotation Language Support



With IDL Files (for RPC support), MC Files (for message tables) and .RSRC
Files (for resources)



Using GCC (and, somewhat, clang)!

ReactOS’ Contributions




Other than stressing compilers, ReactOS also places great stress on
virtual machines


VM developers have a limited number of ways to “test” their
implementation – mainly by running Windows, Linux, etc…



VMs can therefore become dependent, or take shortcuts, based on
what they see a major OS do, and implementing support for the OS’
expectations (and not necessarily the CPU’s internal implementation)

A number of bugs in QEMU (an open-source emulator) were found




Patches were sent, and some developers became QEMU contributors

As VirtualBox became more popular, and now the VM of choice,
subtle bugs were found in it too


Patches were sent

ReactOS’ Contributions


Switch to cmake/NINJA led to one of the biggest/most complex
projects in the world suddenly using cmake. The ‘ReactOS effect’
helped uncover (and fix) certain bugs there as well



Of course, hundreds of issues were found in Wine DLLs and fixed
(and some developers are contributors there)



Sometimes, just by building with Visual Studio a project that normally
only builds with GCC…



… or just by running in Windows code that was only made to run in
Linux…



We uncover bugs (such as through static analysis) or incorrect
behavior (such as unwanted OS dependencies)

ReactOS Now – What Works?




Kernel is about 80% complete


Memory Manager is undergoing big NT-compatibility rewrite



PnP Manager is fairly “custom”, as is the Cache Controller/Manager



Security Subsystem has many unimplemented paths



But everything else – scheduling, interrupts, DPCs, object management,
process management, local procedure call, etc… is binary-compatible

This allows many 3rd party drivers to work out of the box… but they
need “framework” support (core support drivers that Windows has)


As of today, networking and sound cards work. WiFi is being worked on.



Printing support is non-existent



USB Support exists, but has some bugs

ReactOS Now – What Works?




Window Management is a cruddy mix of Wine’s user-mode
rendering (which usually calls into X), plus a home-made Win32k.sys
that is only minimally compatible with the real Win32k.sys


The Eng*/Gre* layer that Video Card drivers is fairly close though



Given that there’s 100+ bugs/year in Win32k.sys, maybe this is good?

User-mode libraries from Wine are as compatible as Wine is (and
Wine runs thousands of applications!)


But subtle bugs in the lower level libraries (Ntdll, Kernel32, Advapi32) or in
the kernel can still cause issues



Also, some Wine DLLs depend on Linux kernel semantics/behaviors


So we have to fork from time to time

What Just Started Working


ReactOS has recently been able to run, out-of-box with:


Windows SMSS (Session Manager)



Windows CSRSS (Windows Subsystem) and CSRSRV (Main Server DLL)



Windows NTDLL (Core NT Library)



Windows Kernel32 (Core Win32 Library)



The fact these libraries are loading, running, and not freaking out
was amazing



It also means any regressions in the related API tests are directly the
result of *other* components or dependencies



Our plan is to greatly increase coverage of OOB Windows DLLs/EXEs
over time in order to find more compatibility bugs and issues

What Just Started Working Update!


One of our developers has been working hard on compatibility
later…



Able to run all the way with Winlogon.exe (including Services.exe)



Fixed ReactOS registry to be fully compatible with Windows registry



Currently hanging on security-related API inside Lsass.exe


Once fixed, should launch Userinit.exe (and then the Shell!)

ReactOS on Kickstarter!

The Future


Wine can run 20000+ Windows applications – Office, Visual Studio,
etc. We should be able to run all of those… but don’t.



Kernel Memory Manager, Cache Manager are the last big hurdles in
terms of application compatibility at the kernel-level


And causes of many crashes and regressions



PnP Manager rewrite should increase driver compatibility to nearly
100%, including the ability to run Windows Driver Framework



The rest is all in Window Management (Win32k.sys)


Subtle timing bugs



Not-so-subtle rendering bugs



Large swaths of functionality completely missing

You Can Help!


ReactOS has a whole team of developers, web designers, testers,
artists, PR writers, enthusiasts (and donators!).






You can be one of them as well

You don’t have to be a kernel coder


We had someone write a complete clone of mspaint.exe



You can implement a 8KB DLL that only has 3 functions



You can improve missing functionality in calc.exe



You can spot/find/fix a small logic bug/typo in a driver



You can test applications and find regressions/bugs…

Even if you’re a Linux PHP developer…


Most of the infrastructure backend is Linux (and a lot of PHP)

Fundraising and Contracts


ReactOS is in the middle of a 30K EUR (almost 50K USD) donation
fundraising run






About 15K EUR has already been amassed

Other than paying for infrastructure, this money is being used to fund
“contracts”


The team doesn’t always have the skill, focus, or willingness to work on
certain things



Helps accelerate development of tap into certain people’s abilities that
they feel are worth payment – especially when they don’t already have
a job

Contracts are based on hourly estimates and have a fixed
completion payout (like Google Summer of Code)

Reaching Out


http://www.reactos.org




Irc://irc.freenode.org/#reactos and #reactos-dev




IRC channels where the developers and most enthusiasts are most
reachable, as long as they’re online (at least 5 devs usually are at one
point)

mailto://ros-dev@reactos.org




Forums are mostly for users to talk among themselves

Mailing list is the best way to reach a wide audience, but response may
be delayed

mailto://alex.Ionescu@reactos.org


Or just come talk to me ☺

